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As the popularity of internet and the continuous development of information 
technology, the business model in traditional society has almost been totally replaced 
by the new business model of network times. More and more business operations and 
new business development are based on computer network. However, with the 
ever-changing network application, network safety issues are becoming more and 
more seriously. It has become an issue concerned by numerous commercial 
enterprises that how to protect data and system under an open network environment.  
It’s a more urgent problem to be solved by numerous commercial enterprises that how 
to upgrade and reform existent network structure in a more economical and safe way.  
In this dissertation, the actual network construction of a commercial enterprise, 
which is a Pharmacy Chain Co. Ltd, has been combined with network access layer to 
analyze each layer in detail. According to the results of risk analysis, design realistic 
and economically feasible network security solution starting from network access 
layer. Introduce the concept of project communications management into the whole 
process of project operations and make it throughout the four processes of the whole 
project as project approval, plan, execution, termination etc to guarantee a smooth 
going of the reconstruction project of the enterprise network security protection 
system.  
The program of the commercial enterprise network security protection system 
designed by this dissertation has been applied to actual network environment. The 
results have demonstrated the feasibility and reliability of this network security 
protection system which have obtained a practical application effect. 
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